
Light Corridor
Interactive installation



AXIAL
http://playmodes.com/web/axial/

Axial is a futuristic audiovisual immersive space.
A light corridor the audience passes through while 
living a powerful synaesthetic experience.

Through the digital manipulation of 16 motorized 
light beams and RGB fixtures using selfmade tools 
dynamic light architectures are created, which 
evolve in space and time, creating alive forms. 

Sound design of the piece is unlinkable from 
dynamic lighting, as it belongs to the same logical 
system, giving birth to sound geometries, audiovi-
sual architectures which surround the audience in 
a dance of light.

Axial also empowers the audience giving them 
control of the whole system through an interactive 
desk. People can use their hand gestures for con-
trolling the movement and color of the light, as 
well as for controlling the electronic music in 
realtime through their hands movement, conver-
ting Axial in a XXIst century fully playable audio-
visual instrument.
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Speakers

Rider List

Delivered by the organization:

16 ClayPaky Sharpy Beam Fixtures
16 RGB PARLED Fixtures
16 3m height towers for light fixtures
4 Martin Atomic 3000 Strobe Fixtures
6 Smoke Machines, suitable for outdoor operation
4 Speakers + 4 Subwoofer, minimum 1000w each. 
1 Audio Mixing desk with 4 outputs for quadraphony
DMX Wiring
Audio Wiring
Electric Wiring
1 Rosco Control Table
3 Chairs
1 RainProof control house

Delivered by the artists:

3 Mac Computers
1 Ethernet DMX interface
1 Gigabyte Ethernet Switch
1 Multichannel Audio Card
Control Software
Audience Interaction desk

Location notes

The idea for the Axial installation is to create an inmersive
space where the audience is submerged in a futuristic 
abstract light & sound universe.

We preffer to find a location where it is possible to install
the light fixtures in a way such as seen on the plan above,
although the system is flexible enough to be adapted to 
several locations, even not being “corridor” shaped.

An important requirement for the location is to find a place
which can hold smoke for some time, protected of powerful
wind, maybe having walls at both sides of the corridor.

We think that locations such as narrow streets on old towns,
spaces surrounded by trees on a park, etc could be suitable
locations for this kind of installation.

Special Needs

1 local language speaking person which can work as an assistant 
during the 4 days of the show helping the audience to participate 
on the interactive game

Tech-zone fence

Smoke Machines Sharpy Beams RGB ParLEDs Stroboscope Lights Wall

Audience Pass.through
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About The Authors

PlayMID emerges from the collaboration between Playmodes (http://playmodes.com) 
and Media Interactive Design (http://mediainteractivedesign.com), creative studios 
devoted to research in media technologies and intersection between art and science.

With a background on the fields of computer science, electronic engineering and 
design, this team formed by Eloi Maduell, Álex Posada y Santi Vilanova, creates 
inmersive installations, audiovisual research projects, and applies media technolo-
gies to theatre or advertisement. As light craftsmen and lovers of design and contem-
porary art in their projects we find elements of moving image, sound design, kinetic 
sculpture or interactivity.


